
Expose large aggregate and 
remove thick coatings in 
ONLY ONE PASS!

www.htc-floorsystems.com 1-877-482-8700

HTC Ravager™

✔ Exposes large aggregates 
in as little as one pass

✔ Leaves a bush hammered 
profile perfect for high 
traction exterior surfaces

✔ Removes rigid or brittle 
coatings and overlays with 
ease

✔ Stock removal to level 
concrete

✔ Repair  a failing cap on 
concrete or a slab that has 
been exposed to rain

✔ Surface preparation - 
achieve C.S.P. standard of 6-7 
using your HTC grinder

✔ HTC Ravager™ has three 
parts (plate, holder and wheel) 
to each disc making rebuilds 
easier and less costly

✔ Available in 11”,9”, 7” and 
6” hand grinding tool that fit 
most HTC machines and hand 
grinders

The HTC Ravager™ is a grinding tool with three to five rollers, 
depending on the tool size, that has an extremely high stock 
removal capacity. 

The applications are endless! HTC Ravager™ can remove rigid or 
brittle coatings and even 3/8” thick overlays with ease. You can 
also use these tools to repair a failing cap on concrete or a slab 
that has been exposed to rain. 

HTC Ravager™ tools can also achieve a standard surface 
preparation profile equivalent to International Concrete Repair 
Institute’s (I.C.R.I.) Concrete Surface Profile (C.S.P.) standard of 
6-7 using your HTC grinder.

Profile of concrete after one pass 
with the HTC Ravager™

The remnants of a 3/8” overlay after 
three passes with the HTC Ravager™

HTC
Ravager™

Grinding Tools

HTC - the innovators, not the imitators!
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HTC
Premium
Diamond Tools

HTC, Inc.

5617 Tazewell Pike | Knoxville, TN 37918

Toll Free: 1-877-482-8700 | Fax: (865) 689-3991

Web: www.htc-floorsystems.com 

Ordering: orders@htc-america.com

www.htc-floorsystems.com 1-877-482-8700

COMING
SOON!

COMING
SOON!

Prolong the life of your HTC Ravager™!

Rebuild your HTC Ravager™ by purchasing the individual parts needed to make the tool complete. View the diagram 

below for more details. The HTC Ravager™ 11” & 9” plates share the same mounting blocks and rollers and the 7” & 6” 

hand grinding tool share the same style.

Ravager Roller for 11” and 9” - 
Item # 213117

Bearings are pre-pressed. 11” tool has 

(5) rollers, 9” tool has (3) rollers

Ravager Holder & Roller for
7” and 6” hand grinding tool - 
Item # 213110

Bearings are pre-pressed. 7” tool and 

6” Hand Grinding tool have (3) rollers.

Ravager 11” Plate - Item # 213106

Ravager 9” Plate - Item # 213105

Ravager 7” Plate - Item # 213104

Pre-drilled holes for perfect roller 

placement. 

Ravager Mounting Block 
for 11” and 9” - Item # 213122

Includes both mounting blocks, axel, 

grease fitting and mounting bolts.

Name Item Number Description

HTC Ravager™

11” Tool Complete
213121 Includes (5) Ravager rollers assembled and 

mounted to plate. Recommended with HTC 950 
and 800 series.

HTC Ravager™

9” Tool Complete
213120 Includes (3) Ravager rollers assembled and 

mounted to plate. Recommended for use with 
HTC 650 series, 500 and the GL 550.

HTC Ravager™

7” Tool Complete
213119 Includes (3) Ravager rollers assembled and 

mounted to plate. Recommended for use with 
HTC 420 and GL 450.

HTC Ravager™

6” Hand Grinding 
Tool Complete

213107 Includes (3) Ravager rollers assembled and 
mounted to plate. Recommended for hand 
grinding machines. Attaches via 5/8 inch arbor.

HTC Ravager™

Grinding Tools


